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Abstract
For the purpose of performance optimization, we often need to identify events that are limiting the throughput of the application or creating long latencies. Such events can be categorized into two types: events that execute certain instructions on the CPU (i.e. on-CPU events) and events that wait for other events (i.e. off-CPU events), and both of them can lead to performance problems. While on-CPU analysis is quite well studied, we find existing off-CPU analysis methods are either inaccurate or incomplete. Our works try to develop theoretical models to accurately capture problematic off-CPU events and develop methods to efficiently record corresponding events in both the application and the OS kernel. In this talk, I will present two of our recent works: wPerf tries to identify off-CPU events limiting the throughput of an application and TailMRI tries to identify off CPU events leading to tail latencies. Our evaluation shows that, by optimizing the problems reported by these tools, we can achieve up to 4.8x improvement in throughput and up to 60x reduction in tail latencies in the applications we have studied.
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